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Sex Lives Of The Stars
Examines how gay and lesbian actors, directors, producers, and set and costume
designers significantly influenced and shaped Hollywood, and describes their
working conditions, treatment by studios, and nightlife.
Exposes the secret lives of two of Hollywood's greatest British stars, who were
married for 20 years, asserting that they lived lives of sexual excess and
interpersonal anguish.
Diabetes is no laughing matter. But while reading "The Sweet Blessing: My
Adventures in Diabetes" you will find yourself laughing out loud. With humor and
candor Trisha shares her experiences with Type 1 Diabetes. Accompany her as
she travels this unknown landscape. She is the author of two articles "My Pump
Holiday Was No Vacation" and "Can Laughter Lower Your Blood Glucose?" Her
experience as a stand-up comic inspired her to transform personal tragedy into
diabetes comedy. Throughout the US she has shared her optimistic message
that diabetes is a blessing rather than a curse. Her book will educate, motivate
and inspire patients and their families to lighten up a bit. Diabetes is serious but
laughter is good medicine. She reminds us to laugh, for the health of it!
Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, and Barbara Stanwyck—to name a
few—maintained their images as glamorous big-screen sex symbols complete
with dashing escorts, handsome husbands, and scores of male admirers, thanks
to studio publicity departments. But off the set, all three box office divas were
involved in “lavender” marriages (marriages of convenience, often to gay men)
or remained stoically single. They, and several other Hollywood starlets of the
era, were members of a discreet women’s “club” called the Sewing Circle,
Hollywood’s underground lesbian society. Madsen takes a candid look at the
very complicated dual lives these great stars led and the impact their preference
for same-sex relationships had on their movie careers.
An artistic rendering of the African antelope, the Springbok, was depicted with
stylized wings to serve as the logo of South African Airways (SAA) for well over
60 years. It was replaced by a new corporate identity when the airline was
rebranded after the demise of apartheid, the release of Nelson Mandela from
political incarceration, and the introduction of a non-racist democratic society in
South Africa in the mid-nineties. As a state-owned entity, many people once saw
SAA as the 'apartheid airline.' For a time, travel on board its aircraft was
restricted to whites only, but this was later changed to include members of all the
country's diverse racial groups. SAA pioneered flight throughout Africa during the
colonial era, long before airports, supply services, radio and weather forecasting
capabilities even existed. Its staff and equipment served with the Allies in Europe
and North Africa during WWII and it met the enormous challenge of having to
circumvent African airspace when flying to destinations abroad after most African
nations closed their skies to it in protest against the country's racist policies in the
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early sixties. Over the years the airline grew into one of the world's major
domestic, regional, and international carriers. Its long history was eventually
terminated and replaced by a new entity in 2020 with the the outbreak of the
coronavirus pandemic. In its original incarnation it could proudly boast of being
one of the world's oldest and longest-surviving international carriers. It is still
seen by many around the world as the airline with that much revered and fondly
remembered emblem, the Flying Springbok.
Part social history and part exposé, this revealing, entertaining, and provocative
book spans nearly seventy years as it explores the lives and careers of some of
the silver screen's foremost gays and lesbians and the effect of their high-profile
lifestyles on the general public. From Charles Laughton and Greta Garbo to
Nathan Lane and Ellen DeGeneres, David Ehrenstein traces the gradual
transformation of Hollywood from a time when it was box-office poison to be
publicly gay to the modern era when many top entertainment figures are
celebrating their gay sexuality--and are in turn celebrated for it. Updated, Open
Secret reveals what has happened to the key players in gay Hollywood since the
original hardcover publication.
The Irreverent, Unbiased Uninhibited Book About Frank And The Clan.
Poor, misguided fellow. David Brancaccio, host of public radio's rambunctious
and eclectic business program Marketplace, used to think the big problem with
money was getting some. Didn't he understand that during a time of bounty the
big problem is knowing what to do with money once you have it? It took a
conversation with one of the richest guys in America to set him straight. "I think
Warren Buffett's got the problem and Gates has the problem and Bloomberg's
got the problem," the billionaire said. "And the problem doesn't just have to be at
our level. It can be with people who have just a couple of million bucks." It was
the second "just" in that sentence that made tears well up in Brancaccio's eyes.
Most of us once thought the problem was getting some money. Now what?
Squander: to spend or use something precious in a wasteful way. Squandering
ranks even below "leaving it in a passbook savings account" on the list of the
greatest personal finance sins of our age, according to Brancaccio, who hit the
road to determine the right answer to the question of what to do with money.
Brancaccio gets this question from Marketplace listeners all the time: What does
one do with a lump sum, perhaps the proceeds from some stock options, the
profit on the sale of a house, an inheritance, a bonus, a settlement, or even a
modest accumulation in a savings account? A natural storyteller, Brancaccio has
a clear, intelligent, and delightfully offbeat way of explaining to his listeners the
complexities of business, investing, and the economy. He has access to rivers of
market information that should help answer this question of what to do with
money. But data do not necessarily equal wisdom, so Brancaccio hit upon the
idea of venturing out on a random "walk" to acquire some street smarts.
Imagining a windfall of his own and haunted by his own checkered history with
money, Brancaccio embarked on a funny and irreverent personal finance
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pilgrimage. His travels took him from Minnesota's Mall of America to New York
City's Wall Street to one of the poorest towns in the West. He encountered
entrepreneurs in California, homeowners in New York, retirees in Arizona, and
some folks following their lifelong dreams in Texas. A drifter in a desert offered
advice. So did a U.S. secretary of the treasury. Along the way, Brancaccio was
challenged by a cascade of practical and philosophical issues: If consumption
drives the economy, is there something wrong with saving? Is there such a thing
as a socially responsible investment? Is charity an investment? If you can't beat a
Las Vegas casino, can you beat the stock market? While Brancaccio's journey
was a personal one, his eye-opening adventures reveal a great deal about
attitudes toward money in America at the dawn of the new century -- and they
provide entertaining lessons about how best to spend, invest, and save.
The story begins when Nelson stars in the YouTube video BKK 1st Time (Bangkok First
Time), produced by his friend Benz, a Thai videographer. The script is about cursing,
common in Thailand. Nelson follows the script, and to his amazement, the show goes
viral, with over four million hits! Seventy-seven-year-old Nelson suddenly finds himself a
celebrity in Bangkok. He is mobbed by viewers of the video who address him as John,
John, John, Nelson? when they approach him for selfies. This is only slightly less
bewildering than the bows from hotel personnel whenever hes entering or leaving the
lobby. As a celebrity, he finds himself in a new world halfway around the planet,
enjoying adventures he could not have imagined and living a life beyond his wildest
dreams. Thousands pour into the National Book Fair to meet him and obtain his
autograph. Nelsons life in Bangkok, on camera and off, is filled with crazy adventures
and hilarious stories. The unforeseen and the extraordinary became everyday
experiences. These wild stories could only have happened in Bangkok. Complete with
the authors cartoons, this volume is part memoir, part hilarious accounts of an
American abroad and partly a love letter to the vast planet of his new friends.
Diana McLellan reveals the complex and intimate connections that roiled behind the
public personae of Greta Garbo, Marlene Dietrich, Tallulah Bankhead, and the women
who loved them. Private correspondence, long-secret FBI files, and troves of
unpublished documents reveal a chain of lesbian affairs that moved from the theater
world of New York, through the heights of chic society, to embed itself in the power
structure of the movie business. The Girls serves up a rich stew of film, politics,
sexuality, psychology, and stardom.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
This inspirational, informative guide offers “proven and tested practical ideas for
growing your business in . . . [a] challenging economic environment” (Madan Birla,
author of FedEx Delivers). Starting a business can be easy—until the economy starts
throwing you curve balls. And “The Great Recession” was the biggest curve ball in the
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last 80 years. But while 200,000 small businesses across the country were forced to
close their doors, Jay Myers, founder and CEO of Interactive Solutions, Inc., managed
to double his revenue—even after losing 80 percent of the company’s sales team.
Myers and his company, headquartered in Memphis, Tennessee, made a conscious
decision in 2007 that they were “not going to participate in the recession” and
weathered both personal and professional crises to not only strengthen the company
but grow ISI’s business like never before. A storyteller at heart, Myers offers readers
plenty of tips and practical advice that any entrepreneur or small business owner can
apply. But he also challenges those same entrepreneurs and small business owners to
get “out of their comfort zone” and embrace creative new strategies, such as employee
accountability and second chances, niche marketing, and using your book as your
hook. Myers shows small business owners and entrepreneurs how to not only hit the
curveballs that are thrown their way, but actually use them to grow their business in
times of adversity.
A gutsy, humorous and inspirational account of the grief and sense of loss Virginia
Graham experienced after the death of her husband, and how she pulled herself
together and was able to face, and even enjoy, single life.
Originally published: New York: Carroll & Graf Publishers, 2005.
Since 1929, Hollywood's brightest stars have flocked to the Chateau Marmont as if it
were a second home. An apartment building-turned-hotel, the Chateau has been the
backdrop for generations of gossip and folklore: where director Nicholas Ray slept with
his sixteen-year-old Rebel Without a Cause star Natalie Wood; Jim Morrison swung
from the balconies; John Belushi suffered a fatal overdose; and Lindsay Lohan got the
boot after racking up nearly $50,000 in charges in less than two months. But despite its
mythic reputation, much of what has happened inside the Chateau's walls has eluded
the public eye--until now. With wit and insight, Shawn Levy recounts the wild revelries
and scandalous liaisons, the creative breakthroughs and marital breakdowns, the births
and deaths to which the hotel has been a party. Vivid, salacious, and richly informed,
The Castle on Sunset is a glittering tribute to Hollywood as seen from inside the walls of
its most hallowed hotel.
The famed political advisor to Uber, FanDuel, Lemonade, Tesla and other startups
reveals what really happens at the intersection of politics, tech and business Most new
startups today are in highly regulated industries with strong incumbents - transportation,
hotels, drones, energy, gaming, education, health care, cannabis, finance, liquor,
insurance. The more startups try to snatch a piece of the establishment's pie, the more
they risk running into a political wall. That's where Bradley Tusk comes in. Described as
"Silicon Valley's Political Savior" (Fast Company) "Uber's Political Genius" (Vanity Fair)
and "Silicon Valley's Favorite Fixer" (TechCrunch) Tusk deploys the skills and
knowledge he developed working with Chuck Schumer, Michael Bloomberg, Rod
Blagojevich, and other political and business legends to help startups fight back. This
book goes behind the scenes on how he helped stop the taxi industry from killing Uber
in its infancy, how he held insurance companies at bay while startup Lemonade
launched in each state, and how he helped online sports betting sites FanDuel and
Draft Kings escape the regulatory death grip casinos tried to put on them. As Tusk
writes, "Every new company is essentially a tech startup. And when you disrupt
someone in any industry, they don't say thank you. They punch you in the nose. These
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are the lessons startups need to learn to punch back and survive the clutches of
politics." Combining a firsthand glimpse behind the curtain with tangible advice for how
any new venture can play the political game, THE FIXER is a must-read for aspiring
entrepreneurs.
An inside look at the world of professional bodybuilding by the former Mr. Universe, Bob Paris.
"An unexpectedly eloquent guide".--"Kirkus Reviews".
Your child's mind is like a garden that needs tending. If you water it with knowledge, then it will
grow and bloom. Treat this activity book as the water that helps the garden grow. There are
plenty of exercises to do so there's no room for boredom. What are you waiting for? Secure a
copy today!
Midge and Moo are best friends. They came home from the hospital together when Midge was
just two days old.They do everything together.When Mommy says, "Stop right there! You are
tracking in mud all over the floor."Midge tells Moo, "Bad Moo! You got mud all over the
floor!"Midge learns what it is like to have a partner in crime, a best friend, and someone who is
there for you no matter what.Snuggle up with your little one and spend the day with Midge and
Moo.Part of the Adventures of Midge and Moo series.
Exposes hidden scandals of Hollywood personalities, past and present, with revelations about
such stars as Walt Disney, Christopher Reeve, Audrey Hepburn, and Marlon Brando.
Is it a show about nothing or one of the greatest TV series of all time? It's both of course!
ÊSeinfeldÊ's impact on popular culture was so profound that it continues to this day-years after
it left prime time-thanks to its inimitable characters (Newman! Bubble Boy!) its wacky
memorable plots (who can forget The Contest or The Puffy Shirt ?) and the many
catchphrases we use regularly (not that there's anything wrong with that).ÞÊSeinfeld FAQÊ is
the first-ever comprehensive guide to the sitcom tracing its path from modest beginnings to
water-cooler-show status and to its infamous love-it-or-hate-it finale. This humor-filled
reference tells all about Jerry Elaine George and Kramer as well as the other unforgettable
characters in their world. It features season-by-season episode reviews and a wealth of fun
facts about everything from the characters' inevitably doomed relationships to their food
obsessions and fashion sense (or lack thereof) as well as profiles of actors and other
notables.ÞBroad in scope and yet obsessed with detail (like the show itself) this FAQ is
essential reading for anyone who wants to be master of the ÊSeinfeldÊ domain.
In this beautiful example of a child's innocence we are taught that a little imagination can take
us a long way. What the rest of the world sees as a limitation becomes a great source of
adventure and freedom. Little Elaina shows her dad there is much more to him than meets the
eye, and in the process proves that love knows no limitations.
A 1950s matinee screen idol speaks about the scandals, successes, and sacrifices he
experienced as the pin-up boy for millions of teenage girls and how he dealt with the reality of
hiding his homosexuality. Reprint.
Little Boys have secrets, Most secrets don't hurt, Men in high places want this secret - They
will Kill for it - The First Book of the Jeremy Ruhl saga! The son of the English explorer Lord
Baron Ruhl, Jeremy Ruhl, is lost in America. In the late 1800's The civil war is over, balloons
dot the skies of Europe, and a boy begins an adventure! The original masterpiece of Action
and adventure as Jeremy Ruhl, raised as a prince, and his friends want to find adventure, their
adventure turns into a nightmare because of a secret Jeremy does not even know about, and
people will kill for for that secret. 412 Pages of pure action and adventure. Rated YA 10 and
up, some mild violence.

"Grimm Tales Made Gay" by Guy Wetmore Carryl. Published by Good Press.
Good Press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet
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undiscovered gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read.
Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost
readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are
user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital format.
Emmy Award-winning producer and New York Times bestselling author Lionel
Friedberg has spent 50 years making films as diverse as full-length theatrical
features and television documentaries. After growing up in South Africa during
the troubled era of apartheid he began his career during the dying days of
colonialism in Central Africa. He eventually settled in Los Angeles where his work
took him to the sound stages of Hollywood and to the most remote regions of the
Earth. His career exposed him to the extraordinary wonders of our planet and
brought him into close contact with many unforgettable personalities from
maverick scientists to politicians, entertainers and people who survived neardeath experiences. His observations have taught him that life is far more complex
and infinitely stranger than we can imagine. When he was struck by an
unexpected life-threatening illness his efforts to find a way to save his life took
him back to Africa where he encountered the age-old rituals and powerful healing
methods of African shamans. Their mysterious ways have much to teach us and
are as relevant today as they were in ancient times.
Off guard: Young World War II allied soldiers laid bare Every harrowing day for a
serviceman during World War II was potentially his last. To help bolster troops
against the horrors of combat, commanders encouraged them to form tight buddy
relationships for emotional support. Many war buddies, together every moment,
and depending on each other to survive, formed intimate friendships. When they
weren t fighting side by side, they relaxed together, discharging tension in
boisterous sometimes naked play. The full extent of nude horseplay among men
during World War II can t be known, as cameras were rare and film hard to
process, but some men did document this unprecedented male bonding in small,
anonymous photos mostly kept hidden away until their deaths. Los Angeles
photographer Michael Stokes has spent years searching out these photos and
building an archive of over 500 images. His collection includes soldiers and
sailors from Australia, England, France, Italy, Poland, Russia, and the USA,
cavorting on the sand in the South Pacific, shivering in the snow of Eastern
Europe, posing solo in the barracks, and in great happy groups just about
everywhere. These images show men barely out of boyhood, at their physical
peak, responding to the reality of battle by living each day to the fullest a side of
the war never before made public. The introduction is by Scotty Bowers, an
89-year-old ex-Marine and author of Full Service, the best-selling memoir of his
sexual exploits in Hollywood, and how the war forever altered his attitudes about
gay and straight, just as these photos may alter our attitudes about World War II
and war buddies. Text in English, French, and German "
Robert Haas, a photographer with National Geographic, presents his
photographs of animals from around the world, which he shot from the air.
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Lisa Lampanelli, who Howard Stern calls “a true original and a brilliant comedy
mind,” reveals all in Chocolate, Please, a jaw-droppingly hilarious, politically
incorrect memoir on everything from relationships, food, and fat to why once you
go black, you never go back. The gutter-mouthed, Grammy-nominated
comedienne happily dishes on nearly everything—from why all white women
should date black men to the virtues of codependency to how to turn a stick of
butter into parental love and attention—delightedly skewering all topics with equal
fervor, herself included.
The daughter of a British Foreign Service officer, Moira Hodgson spent her
childhood in many a strange and exotic land. She discovered American food in
Saigon, ate wild boar in Berlin, and learned how to prepare potatoes from her
eccentric Irish grandmother. Today, Hodgson has a well-deserved reputation as
a discerning critic whose columns in the New York Observer were devoured by
dedicated food lovers for two decades. A delightful memoir of meals from around
the world—complete with recipes—It Seemed Like a Good Idea at the Time reflects
Hodgson’s talent for connecting her love of food and travel with the people and
places in her life. Whether she’s dining on Moroccan mechoui, a whole lamb
baked for a day over coals, or struggling to entertain in a tiny Greenwich Village
apartment, her reminiscences are always a treat.
A memoir from one of Hollywood's most beloved writer/directors offers a behindthe-scenes look at the making of movies and provides portraits of many of
Hollywood's legends
Now the subject of the hit documentary Scotty and the Secret History of
Hollywood, praised by Vanity Fair as “full of revelations” and Entertainment
Weekly as “deliciously salacious,” Full Service is the remarkable true story of
Scotty Bowers, the “gentleman hustler,” during the heyday of classic Hollywood.
Newly discharged from the Marines after World War II, Bowers arrived in
Hollywood in 1946. Young, charismatic, and strikingly handsome, he quickly
caught the eye of many of the town’s stars and starlets. He began sleeping with
some himself, and connecting others with his coterie of young, attractive, and
sexually free-spirited friends. His own lovers included Edith Piaf, Spencer Tracy,
Vivien Leigh, Cary Grant, and the abdicated King of England Edward VIII, and he
arranged tricks or otherwise crossed paths with Tennessee Williams, Charles
Laughton, Vincent Price, Katharine Hepburn, Rita Hayworth, Errol Flynn, Gloria
Swanson, Noël Coward, Mae West, James Dean, Rock Hudson and J. Edgar
Hoover, to name but a few. Full Service is not only a fascinating chronicle of
Hollywood’s sexual underground, but also exposes the hypocrisy of the major
studios, who used actors to propagate a myth of a conformist, sexually innocent
America knowing full well that their stars’ personal lives differed dramatically
from this family-friendly mold. As revelation-filled as Hollywood Babylon, Full
Service provides a lost chapter in the history of the sexual revolution and is a
testament to a man who provided sex, support, and affection to countless people.
A Hollywood humor writer takes on topics ranging from the Muppets to Star Wars in a
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collection of essays, stories, and comedy gags.
It's the year 2069 and even though eighteen-year-old Bianca Butterman is heir to the
family biz, she may never see the day her time-craft license becomes official. When a
government agent starts nosing around the operation, Butterman Travel, Inc. gets stuck
with a full audit-part of a government take-over scheme to shut down all private time
travel agencies. Enter former boy band superstar, Tristan Helms, desperate to retrieve
a lost item from his past and willing to pay triple fare for a time-trip to get there, and
Bianca has to find a way to complete the job and return home before the government
gets wind and shuts down the family biz for good. Welcome to Butterman Travel,
Incorporated We are a full service agency designed to meet all your exclusive time
travel needs. Family-owned and operated, we offer clients one hundred years of time
travel experience. A place where you can rest assured, safety and reliability always
come first. Anxious to attend a special event from the past? Or for a glimpse of what the
future holds? You've come to the right place. We're a fully accredited operation, offering
an array of services; including, but not limited to: customized travel plans, professionally
piloted operations, and personal trip guides. *Terms and conditions do apply
Conference us directly from our Website. Our frontline reservation specialist, Bianca
Butterman, will handle all your inquiries in a professional and efficient manner, offering
a tentative itinerary and free fare quote, so you can make the most of your time trip. We
look forward to serving you at Butterman Travel, Inc., where time is always in your
hands.
Biography.
From legendary character actor Stephen Tobolowsky—who currently appears on The
Goldbergs, HBO’s Silicon Valley, and Norman Lear’s new One Day at a Time, author
of The Dangerous Animals Club and The Tobolowsky Files podcast—My Adventures
with God is a funny, introspective collection about love, catastrophe, and triumph, all
told through the lens of his evolving relationship with the mystery that is “God.” As
Tobolowsky explains, “It’s hard to believe in nothing. Even cats believe in suppertime.
As much as we love certainty, we are often shaped by the invisible, the
unexplainable—something we call faith. We are inclined to acknowledge the holy. Even
if it is only a paper heart we find in an old suitcase.” My Adventures with God is a series
of short stories exploring the idea that most people’s lives seem to fit into the template
of the Old Testament. We all have powerful creation myths: tales of our childhood and
family, our first battles won and lost. It is our Genesis. Then, like in the Book of Exodus,
we go into slavery. Rather than building pyramids, we lose ourselves in fear and
ambition—in first loves, first jobs, too many dreams mixed with too much beer. We
eventually become free, only to wander in the wilderness. At some point we stop and
proclaim to the universe who we are. This is our Leviticus moment. We reconcile what
we thought we would be with what we have become. We often attempt a mid-course
correction. Then, as in the Book of Numbers, we are shaped by mortality as we bear
the loss of family and friends. Finally, we retell our stories to our children hoping to
make sense of the journey, as Moses did in Deuteronomy. Tobolowsky’s stories tell of
a boy growing up in the wilds of Texas, finding and losing love, losing and finding
himself—all told through the prism of the Torah and Talmud, mixed with insights from
science, and refined through a child’s sense of wonder. My Adventures with God not
only shines a light into the life of one of America’s most beloved actors, but also
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provides a structure to evaluate our own lives and relationship with God.
Newly discharged from the Marines after World War II, Scotty Bowers arrived in
Hollywood in 1946. Young, charismatic, and strikingly handsome, he quickly caught the
eye of many of the town's stars and starlets. He began sleeping with some himself, and
connecting others with his coterie of young, attractive, and sexually free-spirited friends.
His own lovers included Edith Piaf, Spencer Tracy, Vivien Leigh, Cary Grant, and the
abdicated King of England Edward VIII, and he arranged tricks or otherwise crossed
paths with Tennessee Williams, Charles Laughton, Vincent Price, Katharine Hepburn,
Rita Hayworth, Errol Flynn, Gloria Swanson, Noel Coward, Mae West, James Dean,
Rock Hudson and J. Edgar Hoover, to name but a few. "Full Service" is not only a
fascinating chronicle of Hollywood's sexual underground, but also exposes the
hypocrisy of the major studios, who used actors to propagate a myth of a conformist,
sexually innocent America knowing full well that their stars' personal lives differed
dramatically from this family-friendly mold. As revelation-filled as "Hollywood Babylon,"
"Full Service" provides a lost chapter in the history of the sexual revolution and is a
testament to a man who provided sex, support, and affection to countless people.
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